
 
Definitions from the Common Core State Standards 
 
From Standard 10: Range, Quality, & Complexity 
 
Measuring Text Complexity: Three Factors 
 
Qualitative evaluation of the text 
Levels of meaning, structure, language conventionality and clarity, and 
knowledge demands 
 
Quantitative evaluation of the text 
Readability measures and other scores of text complexity 
Matching reader to text and task 
 
Reader variables (such as motivation, knowledge, and experiences) and task 
variables (such as purpose and the complexity generated by the task assigned 
and the questions posed) 
 
Note: More detailed information on text complexity and how it is measured 
is contained in Appendix A. 
 
Range of Text Types for K-5 

Students in K–5 apply the Reading standards to the following range of text 
types, with texts selected from a broad range of cultures and periods. 

Literature Informational Text 

Stories Dramas Poetry Literary Nonfiction and 
Historical, Scientific, and 

Technical Texts 

Includes 
children’s 
adventure 
stories, folktales, 
legends, fables, 
fantasy, realistic 
fiction, and myth 

Includes 
staged 
dialogue 
and brief 
familiar 
scenes 

Includes nursery 
rhymes and the 
subgenres of the 
narrative poem, 
limerick, and 
free verse poem 

Includes biographies and 
autobiographies; books about 
history, social studies, science, 
and the arts; technical texts, 
including directions, forms, and 
information displayed in graphs, 
charts, or maps; and digital 
sources on a range of topics 
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Range of Text Types for 6–12 

Students in grades 6–12 apply the Reading standards to the following range 
of text types, with texts selected from a broad range of cultures and periods. 

Literature Informational Text 

Stories Dramas Poetry Literary Nonfiction and 
Historical, Scientific, and 

Technical Texts 

Includes the 
subgenres of 
adventure stories, 
historical fiction, 
mysteries, myths, 
science fiction, 
realistic fiction, 
allegories, 
parodies, satire, 
and graphic novels 

Includes 
one-act and 
multi-act 
plays, both 
in written 
form and on 
film 

Includes the 
subgenres of 
narrative 
poems, lyrical 
poems, free 
verse poems, 
sonnets, odes, 
ballads, and 
epics 

Includes the subgenres of 
exposition, argument, and 
functional text in the form of 
personal essays, speeches, 
opinion pieces, essays about art 
or literature, biographies, 
memoirs, journalism, and 
historical, scientific, technical, 
or economic accounts (including 
digital sources) written for a 
broad audience 
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From Appendix A 
 
The Standards’ Approach to Text Complexity 
 
To help redress the situation described above, [This refers to “Why Text 
Complexity Matters, Appendix A, pp. 2-4] the Standards define a three-part 
model for determining how easy or difficult a particular text is to read as 
well as grade-by-grade specifications for increasing text complexity in 
successive years of schooling (Reading standard 10). These are to be used 
together with grade-specific standards that require increasing sophistication 
in students’ reading comprehension ability (Reading standards 1–9). The 
Standards thus approach the intertwined issues of what and how student read. 
 
A Three-Part Model for Measuring Text Complexity 
The Standards’ model of text complexity consists of three equally important 
parts. 
 
(1) Qualitative dimensions of text complexity. In the Standards, qualitative 
dimensions and qualitative factors refer to those aspects of text complexity 
best measured or only measurable by an attentive human reader, such as 
levels of meaning or purpose; structure; language conventionality and 
clarity; and knowledge demands. 
 
(2) Quantitative dimensions of text complexity. The terms quantitative 
dimensions and quantitative factors refer to those aspects of text complexity, 
such as word length or frequency, sentence length, and text cohesion, that 
are difficult if not impossible for a human reader to evaluate efficiently, 
especially in long texts, and are thus today typically measured by computer 
software. 
 
(3) Reader and task considerations. While the prior two elements of the 
model focus on the inherent complexity of text, variables specific to 
particular readers (such as motivation, knowledge, and experiences) and to 
particular tasks (such as purpose and the complexity of the task assigned and 
the questions posed) must also be considered when determining whether a 
text is appropriate for a given student. Such assessments are best made by 
teachers employing their professional judgment, experience, and knowledge 
of their students and the subject. 
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The Standards presume that all three elements will come into play when text 
complexity and appropriateness are determined. The following pages begin 
with a brief overview of just some of the currently available tools, both 
qualitative and quantitative, for measuring text complexity, continue with 
some important considerations for using text complexity with students, and 
conclude with a series of examples showing how text complexity measures, 
balanced with reader and task considerations, might be used with a number 
of different texts. 
 
Qualitative and Quantitative Measures of Text Complexity 
 
The qualitative and quantitative measures of text complexity described 
below are representative of the best tools presently available. However, each 
should be considered only provisional; more precise, more accurate, and 
easier-to-use tools are urgently needed to help make text complexity a vital, 
everyday part of classroom instruction and curriculum planning. 
 
Qualitative Measures of Text Complexity 
 
Using qualitative measures of text complexity involves making an informed 
decision about the difficulty of a text in terms of one or more factors 
discernible to a human reader applying trained judgment to the task. In the 
Standards, qualitative measures, along with professional judgment in 
matching a text to reader and task, serve as a necessary complement and 
sometimes as a corrective to quantitative measures, which, as discussed 
below, cannot (at least at present) capture all of the elements that make a text 
easy or challenging to read and are not equally successful in rating the 
complexity of all categories of text. 
 
Built on prior research, the four qualitative factors described below are 
offered here as a first step in the development of robust tools for the 
qualitative analysis of text complexity. These factors are presented as 
continua of difficulty rather than as a succession of discrete “stages” in 
text complexity. Additional development and validation would be needed to 
translate these or other dimensions into, for example, grade-level- or grade-
band-specific rubrics. The qualitative factors run from easy (left-hand side) 
to difficult (right-hand side). Few, if any, authentic texts will be low or high 
on all of these measures, and some elements of the dimensions are better 
suited to literary or to informational texts. 
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(1) Levels of Meaning (literary texts) or Purpose (informational texts). 
Literary texts with a single level of meaning tend to be easier to read than 
literary texts with multiple levels of meaning (such as satires, in which the 
author’s literal message is intentionally at odds with his or her underlying 
message). Similarly, informational texts with an explicitly stated purpose are 
generally easier to comprehend than informational texts with an implicit, 
hidden, or obscure purpose. 
 
(2) Structure. Texts of low complexity tend to have simple, well-marked, 
and conventional structures, whereas texts of high complexity tend to have 
complex, implicit, and (particularly in literary texts) unconventional 
structures. Simple literary texts tend to relate events in chronological order, 
while complex literary texts make more frequent use of flashbacks, flash-
forwards, and other manipulations of time and sequence. Simple 
informational texts are likely not to deviate from the conventions of common 
genres and subgenres, while complex informational texts are more likely to 
conform to the norms and conventions of a specific discipline. Graphics tend 
to be simple and either unnecessary or merely supplementary to the meaning 
of texts of low complexity, whereas texts of high complexity tend to have 
similarly complex graphics, graphics whose interpretation is essential to 
understanding the text, and graphics that provide an independent source of 
information within a text. (Note that many books for the youngest students 
rely heavily on graphics to convey meaning and are an exception to the 
above generalization.) 
 
(3) Language Conventionality and Clarity. Texts that rely on literal, clear, 
contemporary, and conversational language tend to be easier to read than 
texts that rely on figurative, ironic, ambiguous, purposefully misleading, 
archaic or otherwise unfamiliar language or on general academic and 
domain-specific vocabulary. 
 
(4) Knowledge Demands. Texts that make few assumptions about the extent 
of readers’ life experiences and the depth of their cultural/literary and 
content/discipline knowledge are generally less complex than are texts that 
make many assumptions in one or more of those areas. 
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Figure 2: Qualitative Dimensions of Text Complexity 
Levels of Meaning (literary texts) or Purpose (informational texts) 
� Single level of meaning  Multiple levels of meaning 
� Explicitly stated purpose  Implicit purpose, may be hidden or obscure 
 
Structure 
� Simple  Complex 
� Explicit  Implicit 
� Conventional  Unconventional (chiefly literary texts) 
� Events related in chronological order  Events related out of chronological order 
(chiefly literary texts) 
� Traits of a common genre or subgenre  Traits specific to a particular discipline 
(chiefly informational texts) 
� Simple graphics  Sophisticated graphics 
� Graphics unnecessary or merely supplementary to understanding the text 
 Graphics essential to understanding the text and may provide information not 
otherwise conveyed in the text 
 
Language Conventionality and Clarity 
� Literal  Figurative or ironic 
� Clear  Ambiguous or purposefully misleading 
� Contemporary, familiar  Archaic or otherwise unfamiliar 
� Conversational  General academic and domain-specific 
 
Knowledge Demands: Life Experiences (literary texts) 
� Simple theme  Complex or sophisticated themes 
� Single themes  Multiple themes 
� Common, everyday experiences or clearly fantastical situations  Experiences 
distinctly different from one’s own 
� Single perspective  Multiple perspectives 
� Perspective(s) like one’s own  Perspective(s) unlike or in opposition to one’s own 
 
Knowledge Demands: Cultural/Literary Knowledge (chiefly literary texts) 
� Everyday knowledge and familiarity with genre conventions required  Cultural and 
literary knowledge useful 
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� Low intertextuality (few if any references/allusions to other texts)  High 
intertextuality (many references/allusions to other texts) 
 
Knowledge Demands: Content/Discipline Knowledge (chiefly informational texts) 
� Everyday knowledge and familiarity with genre conventions required  Extensive, 
perhaps specialized discipline-specific content knowledge required 
� Low intertextuality (few if any references to/citations of other texts)  High 
intertextuality (many references to/citations of other texts) 
 
Adapted from ACT, Inc. (2006). Reading between the lines: What the ACT reveals about college readiness in reading. 

Iowa City, IA: Author; Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy. (2010). Time to act: An agenda for advancing 

adolescent literacy for college and career success. New York: Carnegie Corporation of New York; Chall, J. S., Bissex, G. 
L., Conrad, S. S., & Harris-Sharples, S. (1996). Qualitative assessment of text difficulty: A practical guide for teachers and 

writers. Cambridge, UK: Brookline Books; Hess, K., & Biggam, S. (2004). A discussion of “increasing text complexity.” 
Published by the New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont departments of education as part of the New England 
Common Assessment Program (NECAP). Retrieved from www.nciea.org/publications/TextComplexity_KH05.pdf 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nciea.org/publications/TextComplexity_KH05.pdf
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Reader and Task Considerations 
 
The use of qualitative and quantitative measures to assess text complexity is 
balanced in the Standards’ model by the expectation that educators will 
employ professional judgment to match texts to particular students and tasks. 
Numerous considerations go into such matching. For example, harder texts 
may be appropriate for highly knowledgeable or skilled readers, and easier 
texts may be suitable as an expedient for building struggling readers’ 
knowledge or reading skill up to the level required by the Standards. Highly 
motivated readers are often willing to put in the extra effort required to read 
harder texts that tell a story or contain information in which they are deeply 
interested. Complex tasks may require the kind of information contained 
only in similarly complex texts. 
 
Numerous factors associated with the individual reader are relevant when 
determining whether a given text is appropriate for him or her. The RAND 
Reading Study Group identified many such factors in the 2002 report 
Reading for Understanding: 
 

The reader brings to the act of reading his or her cognitive capabilities 
(attention, memory, critical analytic ability, inferencing, 
visualization); motivation (a purpose for reading, interest in the 
content, self-efficacy as a reader); knowledge (vocabulary and topic 
knowledge, linguistic and discourse knowledge, knowledge of 
comprehension strategies); and experiences. 

 
As part of describing the activity of reading, the RAND group also named 
important task-related variables, including the reader’s purpose (which 
might shift over the course of reading), “the type of reading being done, 
such as skimming (getting the gist of the text) or studying (reading the text 
with the intent of retaining the information for a period of time),” and the 
intended outcome, which could include “an increase in knowledge, a 
solution to some real-world problem, and/or engagement with the text.” 
 
RAND Reading Study Group. (2002). Reading for understanding: Toward an R&D 
program in reading comprehension. Santa Monica, CA: RAND. The quoted text appears 
in pages xiii–xvi. 
 
Key Considerations in Implementing Text Complexity 
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Texts and Measurement Tools 
 
The tools for measuring text complexity are at once useful and imperfect. 
Each of the qualitative and quantitative tools described above has its 
limitations, and none is completely accurate. The development of new and 
improved text complexity tools should follow the release of the Standards as 
quickly as possible. In the meantime, the Standards recommend that multiple 
quantitative measures be used whenever possible and that their results be 
confirmed or overruled by a qualitative analysis of the text in question. 
 
 
Readers and Tasks 
 
Students ability to read complex text does not always develop in a linear 
fashion. Although the progression of Reading standard 10 (see below) 
defines required grade-by-grade growth in students’ ability to read 
complex text, the development of this ability in individual students is 
unlikely to occur at an unbroken pace. Students need opportunities to stretch 
their reading abilities but also to experience the satisfaction and pleasure of 
easy, fluent reading within them, both of which the Standards allow for. As 
noted above, such factors as students’ motivation, knowledge, and 
experiences must also come into play in text selection. Students deeply 
interested in a given topic, for example, may engage with texts on that 
subject across a range of complexity. Particular tasks may also require 
students to read harder texts than they would normally be required to. 
Conversely, teachers who have had success using particular texts that are 
easier than those required for a given grade band should feel free to continue 
to use them so long as the general movement during a given school year is 
toward texts of higher levels of complexity. 
 
Students reading well above and well below grade-band level need 
additional support. Students for whom texts within their text complexity 
grade band (or even from the next higher band) present insufficient 
challenge must be given the attention and resources necessary to develop 
their reading ability at an appropriately advanced pace. On the other hand, 
students who struggle greatly to read texts within (or even below) their text 
complexity grade band must be given the support needed to enable them to 
read at a grade-appropriate level of complexity. 
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Even many students on course for college and career readiness are likely to 
need scaffolding as they master higher levels of text complexity. As they 
enter each new grade band, many students are likely to need at least some 
extra help as they work to comprehend texts at the high end of the range of 
difficulty appropriate to the band. For example, many students just entering 
grade 2 will need some support as they read texts that are advanced for the 
grades 2–3 text complexity band. Although such support is educationally 
necessary and desirable, instruction must move generally toward decreasing 
scaffolding and increasing independence, with the goal of students reading 
independently and proficiently within a given grade band by the end of the 
band’s final year (continuing the previous example, the end of grade 3). 
 
Figure 4: The Progression of Reading Standard 10 
 
Grade(s) Reading Standard 10 (individual text types omitted) 
 
K  
 Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 
 
1  
 With prompting and support, read prose and poetry [informational texts] of 
appropriate complexity for grade 1. 
 
2   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts] 
in the grades 2–3 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as 
needed at the high end of the range. 
 
3   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts] 
at the high end of the grades 2–3 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 
 
4   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts] 
in the grades 4–5 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as 
needed at the high end of the range. 
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5   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts] 
at the high end of the grades 4–5 text complexity band independently and 
proficiently. 
 
6   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] in the grades 6–8 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 
 
7   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] in the grades 6–8 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 
 
8   
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] at the high end of the 
grades 6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
9–10 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] in the grades 9–10 text 
complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of 
the range. 
 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] at the high end of the 
grades 9–10 text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
 
11–12 
By the end of grade 11, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] in the grades 11–CCR 
text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end 
of the range. 
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By the end of grade 12, read and comprehend literature [informational texts, 
history/social studies texts, science/technical texts] at the high end of the 
grades 11–CCR text complexity band independently and proficiently. 
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